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For all positive integers k; the class Bk of matroids of branch-width at most
k is minor-closed. When k is 1 or 2, the class Bk is, respectively, the class of
direct sums of loops and coloops, and the class of direct sums of series–parallel
networks. B3 is a much richer class as it contains inﬁnite antichains of matroids
and is thus not well-quasi-ordered under the minor order. In this paper, it is shown
that, like B1 and B2; the class B3 can be characterized by a ﬁnite list of excluded
minors. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, matroid theory has beneﬁted greatly from adapting and
generalizing techniques from graph theory. But it is not always possible to1Current address: Mathematical Institute, Oxford OX1 3LB, UK.
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BRANCH-WIDTH THREE 149do this. For example, the notion of tree-width has proved to be of enormous
interest in graph theory in recent years. It plays a vital role in the theory of
graph minors developed by Robertson and Seymour (see, for example,
[10, 11]). Moreover, tree-width also plays a key role in graph complexity
theory. Many problems that are computationally intractable for general
graphs have polynomial-time algorithms when restricted to graphs of
bounded tree-width (see, for example, [12]).
While tree-width does not generalize routinely to matroids, a related
notion, namely branch-width, does. It is known [13] that a class of graphs
has bounded tree-width if and only if it has bounded branch-width. Thus,
for many purposes, branch-width serves just as well as tree-width.
Moreover, branch-width has already proved to be very useful in matroid
theory. For example, Geelen et al. [4] have shown that, within the class of
matroids that are representable over a ﬁxed ﬁnite ﬁeld GF ðqÞ and have
bounded branch-width, there are no inﬁnite antichains. In addition, Geelen
and Whittle [5] proved that, for all k and q; the class of matroids
representable over GF ðqÞ has only ﬁnitely many excluded minors that have
branch-width at most k:
This motivates a general study of branch-width in matroids, and the
current paper forms part of that study. It is straightforward to show that if a
matroid has branch-width k; then all its minors have branch-width at most
k: Knowing the excluded minors for the class of matroids of a given branch-
width gives insight into the precise effect this parameter has on matroids. It
is shown in [13] that the class of matroids of branch-width at most 2
coincides with the class of direct sums of series–parallel networks. Hence,
there are exactly two excluded minors for this class, namely U2;4 and MðK4Þ:
Dharmatilake [2] has found the excluded minors for the graphs of branch-
width at most 3. He also gave a list of excluded minors for the binary
matroids of branch-width at most 3, and conjectured that his list was
complete.
The class B3 of matroids of branch-width at most 3 contains all spikes, a
class of matroids that contains inﬁnite antichains [4, Section 7]. This
containment implies that B3 is not well-quasi-ordered under the minor
order. However, in the main result of this paper, we show that the number
of excluded minors for B3 is ﬁnite. In particular, we prove that all excluded
minors for B3 have at most 16 elements. In her Master’s thesis [6], Hall has
reduced this bound to 14 and has speciﬁcally determined some of the
excluded minors, but we shall not include the detailed analysis needed to
obtain these results. The task of ﬁnding all excluded minors appears too
difﬁcult to do by hand. It is certainly feasible to write a computer program
that would quickly ﬁnd all excluded minors that are representable over a
given ﬁeld. It is not clear that it is so straightforward to do this for the non-
representable ones.
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branch-width are the concepts of connectivity functions and branch-
decompositions, which are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
Section 4 proves a result for connectivity functions that is essential to our
proof of the bound on the size of the excluded minors for B3: Two further
tools used in that proof, the concepts of a partitioned matroid and a fully
closed set in a matroid, are introduced in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. The
main results of the paper appear in Sections 7 and 8, which establish
successively sharper bounds on the size of an excluded minor for the class of
matroids of branch-width at most 3.
Throughout the paper, we shall allow the empty set to occur as a block
of a partition. We assume that the reader is familiar with standard concepts
in matroid theory and follow Oxley [8] for notation. In particular, a triangle
of a matroid is a 3-element circuit and a triad is a 3-element cocircuit. A fan
in a matroid is a subset A of the ground set that has an ordering ða1; a2; . . .
; anÞ with n53 where, in the sequence
fa1; a2; a3g; fa2; a3; a4g; . . . ; fan2; an1; ang;
either all even-numbered terms are triangles and all odd-numbered terms are
triads, or all odd-numbered terms are triangles and all even-numbered terms
are triads.
2. CONNECTIVITY FUNCTIONS
The primary interest in this paper will be in connectivity functions for
matroids. But we gain some advantage in stating the results in this section
and Section 4, at a somewhat broader level of generality that will
encompass, for example, connectivity functions of graphs.
A function l deﬁned on the set of subsets of a ﬁnite ground set S is
integer-valued if lðAÞ is an integer for all A  S; it is submodular if lðAÞ þ
lðBÞ5lðA\ BÞ þ lðA[ BÞ for all A;B  S; and it is symmetric if lðAÞ ¼
lðS  AÞ for all A  S:
Let M be a matroid with ground set EðMÞ: The connectivity function lM of
M is deﬁned for all subsets A of EðMÞ by
lM ðAÞ ¼ rðAÞ þ rðEðMÞ  AÞ  rðMÞ þ 1:
It is well-known that the connectivity function of a matroid is integer-
valued, submodular, and symmetric. Moreover, the connectivity function of
a matroid M is the same as the connectivity function of its dual matroid Mn;
that is, if A  EðMÞ; then lM ðAÞ ¼ lMn ðAÞ: In general, a connectivity function
on a finite set S is a function l deﬁned on the set of subsets of S such that l is
integer-valued, submodular, and symmetric. We call S the ground set of l:
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separating if lM ðAÞ4k: We extend this notion by deﬁning a subset A of the
ground set S of a connectivity function l to be k-separating if lðAÞ4k: When
equality holds here, A is said to be exactly k-separating. When A is
k-separating, and both jAj and jEðMÞ  Aj are at least k; the partition
ðA;EðMÞ  AÞ is called a k-separation of M : For an integer n exceeding 1,
the matroid M is n-connected if it has no k-separations for all k with
04k4n 1: Again we extend this by deﬁning a partition ðA;BÞ of the
ground set S of a connectivity function l to be a k-separation if lðAÞ4k and
jAj; jBj5k: Moreover, l is n-connected if S has no k-separations for all k with
04k4n 1: Evidently, M is an n-connected matroid if and only if its
connectivity function is n-connected. Of particular interest to us are
connectivity functions l that are 3-connected. We know from the above
deﬁnition that l is 3-connected if
(i) lð|Þ ¼ lðSÞ ¼ 1 and, lðAÞ52 for all proper non-empty subsets A of
S; and
(ii) if A  S with jAj52 and jS  Aj52; then lðAÞ53:
The next lemma [3] is well-known for matroids and follows immediately
from the submodularity of connectivity functions.
Lemma 2.1. Let l be a connectivity function on S: If A and B are 3-
separating and lðA\ BÞ53; then lðA[ BÞ43:
The following lemmas deal with matroid closure operators. Let x be an
element of a matroid M ; and let X be a subset of EðMÞ: The coclosure clnðX Þ
of X is the closure of X inMn: The closure operators ofM andMn are linked
through the following well-known result.
Lemma 2.2. Let X ; Y ; and fxg be disjoint sets whose union is the ground
set of a matroid. Then x 2 clnðX Þ if and only if x =2 clðY Þ:
Lemma 2.3. If X is a subset of the ground set of a matroid M ; and x is an
element of clðX Þ or clnðX Þ; then lM ðX [ fxgÞ4lM ðX Þ:
Proof. Let Y ¼ EðMÞ  X ; and suppose that x 2 clðX Þ: Then rðX [
fxgÞ ¼ rðX Þ and rðY  fxgÞ4rðY Þ so
rðX [ fxgÞ þ rðY  fxgÞ  rðMÞ þ 14rðX Þ þ rðY Þ  rðMÞ þ 1:
Thus lM ðX [ fxgÞ4lM ðX Þ: The case when x 2 cl
nðX Þ follows by duality. ]
The proof of the next lemma is similar to the last proof and is omitted.
Lemma 2.4. Let x be an element of a matroid M : Let X be a k-separating
set of M =x: If x 2 clðX Þ; then X [ fxg is a k-separating set of M :
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and x is not a loop or a coloop of M ; then X  fxg is exactly k-separating in
M =x if and only if x 2 clM ðX  fxgÞ: Furthermore, X  fxg is exactly k-
separating in M=x if and only if x =2 clM ðEðMÞ  X Þ:
Proof. We know that x is not a coloop of M so rðM =xÞ ¼ rðMÞ: Now,
X  fxg is exactly k-separating in M =x if and only if
rðX  fxgÞ þ rðEðMÞ  X Þ  rðM =xÞ þ 1 ¼ rðX Þ þ rðEðMÞ  X Þ  rðMÞ þ 1:
But this equation holds if and only if rðX  fxgÞ ¼ rðX Þ; and the last
equation holds if and only if x 2 clM ðX  fxgÞ: The last sentence of the
lemma follows by duality. ]
Lemma 2.6. Let x be an element of a matroid M ; and let X be a subset of
the ground set of M where x2X : Suppose that lM ðX Þ¼lM ðXfxgÞ: Then
either
ðiÞ x 2 clðX  fxgÞ and x 2 clðEðMÞ  X Þ; or
ðiiÞ x 2 clnðX  fxgÞ and x 2 clnðEðMÞ  X Þ:
Proof. Since lM ðX Þ ¼ lM ðX  fxgÞ; it follows from the deﬁnition of lM ;
rðX Þ þ rðEðMÞ  X Þ ¼ rðX  fxgÞ þ rððEðMÞ  X Þ [ fxgÞ: ð1Þ
Clearly, either (a) x 2 clðX  fxgÞ or (b) x =2 clðX  fxgÞ: In the ﬁrst case,
rðX Þ ¼ rðX  fxgÞ so, by (1), rðEðMÞ  X Þ ¼ rððEðMÞ  X Þ [ fxgÞ and hence
x 2 clðEðMÞ  X Þ: Now suppose x =2 clðX  fxgÞ: Then, by Lemma 2.2, x 2
clnðEðMÞ  X Þ and rðX  fxgÞ ¼ rðX Þ  1; so rðEðMÞ  X Þ ¼ rððEðMÞ  X Þ [
fxgÞ  1 and hence x =2 clðEðMÞ  X Þ: Thus, by Lemma 2.2 again,
x 2 clnðX  fxgÞ: ]
3. BRANCH-DECOMPOSITIONS
In the study of branch-width of connectivity functions, we use cubic trees.
A cubic tree T is a tree in which all vertices have degree zero, one, or three.
Cubic trees are sometimes called ternary trees. A branch of T is a subtree
that is a component of T =e for some edge e of T : Equivalently, a branch is a
component of T =v for some vertex v of T : We say that a branch is displayed
by an edge e or a vertex v if it is one of the components of T =e or T =v;
respectively. Clearly, an edge displays two branches, while a vertex of degree
three displays three branches. The next three lemmas are elementary and
well-known results on cubic trees.
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an edge e of T such that each of the two branches displayed by e has at least
n=3 leaves.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a cubic tree and let l1; l2; and l3 be three distinct
leaves of T : Then there is a vertex v of T so that each branch displayed by v
contains exactly one of l1; l2; and l3:
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a cubic tree and let A be a subset of the leaves
of T ; where jAj54: Then there is an edge e of T displaying branches
B1 and B2 such that both B1 and B2 contain at least two leaves
from A:
Let l be a connectivity function with ground set S: A branch-
decomposition of l is a cubic tree T together with a one-to-one labelling of
a subset of the leaves of T by S: The set %U displayed by a given subtree U of
T consists of those members of S that label leaves of U : An edge e or a vertex
v of T displays a partition if each block of the partition is displayed by one of
the branches of e or v; respectively; e or v displays a subset S0 of S if S0 is
displayed by one of the branches of e or v:
The width oðeÞ of an edge e in T is equal to lðS0Þ; where S0 is one
of the two sets displayed by e: Because the function l is symmetric,
oðeÞ is well-deﬁned. The width of a branch-decomposition T is the
maximum of the widths of the edges of T ; and the branch-width of l
is the minimum of the widths of its branch-decompositions. If T has
at most one vertex, we take the width of T to be lð|Þ: The branch-
width of a matroid M is the branch-width of its connectivity function lM :
Likewise, a branch-decomposition of lM is called a branch-decomposition
of M :
Let l be a connectivity function with ground set S: For technical
reasons, we allow a branch-decomposition of l to have leaves that
are not labelled by elements of S: If jSj52; a branch-decomposition
T of l that has unlabelled leaves is easily turned into one with the
same width, but no unlabelled leaves, as follows. Consider the minimal
tree induced by the labelled leaves of T : In this tree, suppress all
degree-2 vertices, that is, replace each maximal path in which all internal
vertices have degree two by a single edge. The resulting tree T 0 is once
again cubic. We call such a branch-decomposition reduced. It is easily
seen that every proper non-empty subset of S displayed by the reduced
branch-decomposition T 0 is also displayed by the original branch-
decomposition T :
For a positive integer k; let Bk denote the class of matroids of branch-
width at most k: The next well-known lemma notes some attractive
properties of Bk :
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branch-width at most k is closed under duality, minors, direct sums, and
2-sums.
Proof. Let M be a member of Bk ; and let T be a width-k0
branch-decomposition of M for some k04k: Let X be a subset of EðMÞ:
Then, as lM ðX Þ ¼ lMn ðX Þ; it follows that T is a width-k0 branch-
decomposition of Mn: Hence Bk is closed under duality. To show that Bk
is closed under minors, let x be an element of EðMÞ: By deleting the leaf label
x from T ; we obtain a branch-decomposition for each of M =x and M=x of
width at most k0:
To show that Bk is closed under direct sums and 2-sums, let M1 andM2 be
members of Bk : Let T1 and T2 be branch-decompositions of M1 and M2;
respectively, each of width at most k: First consider the direct sum.
Subdivide an edge of T1 and an edge of T2: Join the new vertices with an edge
e: The width of e is 1: It is easily checked that the new tree is a branch-
decomposition of M1 M2 of width at most k:
Finally, consider the 2-sum of M1 and M2 with respect to the basepoints
p1 and p2: We may assume that each pi is neither a loop nor a coloop of Mi;
for otherwise the 2-sum is a direct sum. Thus k52: Now identify the vertices
of T1 and T2 labelled by p1 and p2 and suppress the resulting degree-2 vertex,
letting f be the resulting edge. Then f has width 2. The routine check that
the resulting tree is a branch-decomposition of the 2-sum of width at most k
is omitted. ]
The next lemma about branch-decompositions will follow from some of
the connectivity lemmas in the previous section.
Lemma 3.5. Let T be a width-3 branch-decomposition of a 3-connected
matroid M with an edge e that displays a 3-separating set A of M : Suppose
that x 2 A; and that either x 2 clðEðMÞ  AÞ or x 2 clnðEðMÞ  AÞ: Then
there is a width-3 branch-decomposition #T with a vertex v that displays
the partition fA fxg; fxg;EðMÞ  Ag: Indeed, #T can be obtained from
T by subdividing e inserting a new vertex v; adding a new leaf adjacent
to v; and then moving the label x from its original leaf in T to the new
leaf.
Proof. The construction of #T is illustrated in Fig. 1. To prove the
lemma, we need to check that #T is a width-3 branch-decomposition of M :
Let f be some edge of #T : Then either f displays some partition fX ; Y g that
was also displayed in T ; in which case, oðf Þ43; or f displays a partition
fX  fxg; Y [ fxgg where fX ; Y g is a partition displayed in T and x is in X :
But, in the latter case, ðEðMÞ  AÞ [ fxg  Y [ fxg: Therefore, x 2 clðY Þ
or x 2 clnðY Þ and so, by Lemma 2.3, lðY [ fxgÞ4lðY Þ: We conclude that
oðf Þ43; as required. ]
FIG. 1.
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In this section, we prove the following theorem, which will play a key role
in bounding the size of an excluded minor for the class of matroids of
branch-width at most 3.
Theorem 4.1. Let l be a 3-connected connectivity function on a set S; and
suppose that l has branch-width 3. Let A be a 3-separating subset of S that is
not displayed in any width-3 branch-decomposition of l: Then there is a set X
in fA; S  Ag such that jX j 2 f2; 3g; and lðfxgÞ ¼ 2 for all x in X :
Broadly speaking, Theorem 4.1 says if l is a connectivity function of
branch-width 3 and l is 3-connected, then most 3-separating subsets of the
ground set of l can be displayed in some branch-decomposition of width 3.
Before proving this theorem, we ﬁrst establish some preliminaries.
The technique used to prove the next lemma is very similar to that used in
[6, Theorem 2.1] to prove that connectivity functions have ‘‘linked’’ branch-
decompositions.
Lemma 4.2. Let l be a 3-connected connectivity function on a set S; and
suppose that l has a width-3 branch-decomposition T : Let A be a 3-separating
subset of S; and let c and d be edges of T having the following properties:
ðiÞ the label set C of the branch TC of c that does not contain d is a subset
of A and lðCÞ ¼ 3; and
ðiiÞ the label set D of the branch TD of d that does not contain c is a subset
of S  A and lðDÞ ¼ 3:
Then there is a width-3 branch-decomposition of l that displays A:
Proof. Since l is 3-connected and lðCÞ ¼ 3 ¼ lðDÞ; both C and D are
non-empty. If either jAj ¼ 1 or jS  Aj ¼ 1; then T displays A: Therefore we
may assume that jAj; jS  Aj52:
Let u and v be the end-vertices of c and d; respectively, such that the path
that joins u and v in T does not contain c or d: Clearly, u and v need not be
distinct.
FIG. 2.
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containing c; and a copy T of the branch of T =c containing d: Initially the
leaves of Tþ and T will be unlabelled. Connect Tþ with T by a new edge a
joining the vertex corresponding to v in Tþ to the vertex corresponding to u
in T: This construction is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case when u=v: We
turn #T into a branch-decomposition by assigning labels to the leaves of #T as
follows. Choose s 2 S: Then s labels a leaf l of T : Suppose ﬁrst that s 2 A:
Then there is a copy of l in Tþ; and we label this copy by s: On the other
hand, if s 2 S  A; then there is a copy of l in T; and we label this copy by s:
With this labelling, #T is a branch-decomposition in which A is displayed by
the edge a: It remains to show that #T has width 3.
The sets displayed by a are A and S  A; so the width of a is 3. Now
choose another edge f of #T : We lose no generality in assuming that f is in
Tþ: First suppose that f is an edge of TC : Then f is a copy of an edge f 0 in
T : But the partition of S displayed by f in #T is the same as the partition of S
displayed by f 0 in T ; so clearly oðf Þ43:
Now suppose that f is not an edge of TC : Then f is a copy of an edge f 0 in
T : Let fX ; Y g be the partition of S displayed by f 0; where D  Y : Then f
displays the partition fX \ A; Y [ ðS  AÞg: It sufﬁces to show that this is a
3-separation of S: Consider the partition fX [ A; Y \ ðS  AÞg: We have
D Y \ ðSAÞ: If D¼ Y \ðSAÞ; then lðY \ðS  AÞÞ ¼ 3: If DY \ ðS  AÞ;
then jY \ ðS  AÞj52 since D=|; and jX [ Aj52 since jAj52: Therefore, as
l is a 3-connected connectivity function, lðY \ ðS  AÞÞ53: As fX ; Y g is a 3-
separation of l; it follows by Lemma 2.1 that lðY [ ðS  AÞÞ43: Thus
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of l that displays A: ]
Lemma 4.3. Let l be a 3-connected connectivity function on S; and let A1
be a 3-separating set and A2 be its complement where jA1j; jA2j52: Suppose
that l has a width-3 branch-decomposition T : Let e be an edge of T ; and S1 and
S2 be the sets displayed by e: If either
ðiÞ lðS2 \ A1Þ53 and lðS2 \ A2Þ53; or
ðiiÞ lðS2 \ A1Þ53 and jS1 \ A1j ¼ 1;
then there is a width-3 branch-decomposition T 0 of l with a vertex v such that
the sets displayed by v are S1 \ A1; S1 \ A2; and S2: Moreover, each subset of
S2 that is displayed in T is also displayed in T 0:
Proof. The tree T is the union of two subtrees B1 and B2 that display S1
and S2; respectively, and have e as their only common edge. We create a new
tree #T as follows. Take B2 and two copies, B3 and B4; of B1 and identify the
degree-one vertices of the edges corresponding to e as a new vertex v: Note
that if e is a pendant edge of T ; then the end of e that has degree exceeding
one in T is identiﬁed with v: We assign labels to the leaves of #T as follows.
The branch of #T corresponding to B2 is labelled with the elements of S2 just
as in our original tree. If s 2 A1 \ S1 and s labels the leaf l of B1 in T ; then
there is a corresponding leaf in B3: We label this leaf with s: We use a similar
procedure to assign the elements of A2 \ S1 to leaves of B4:
With the above labelling, #T is a branch-decomposition of l: It remains to
show that if either (i) or (ii) holds, then this branch-decomposition has width
3. Evidently, each edge of B2 has the same width in #T as in T : Let f be
another edge of #T : Suppose ﬁrst that f is an edge of B4: We shall show that,
since lðS2 \ A1Þ53; we have oðf Þ43: Now, f is a copy of an edge f 0 of B1
in T : Let fX ; Y g be the partition of S displayed by f 0 where S2  X : Then f
displays the partition fX [ A1; Y \ A2g: We shall show that this is a 3-
separation of S: Consider the partition fX \ A1; Y [ A2g: We have S2 \
A1  X \ A1: If S2 \ A1 ¼ X \ A1; then, by hypothesis, lðX \ A1Þ53: If S2
\A1X \ A1 then, as lðS2 \ A1Þ53; we have S2 \ A1=| so jX \ A1j52:
Moreover, jY [ A2j52 as jA2j52: Thus lðX \ A1Þ53 since l is a 3-
connected connectivity function. Now we know that fX ; Y g is a 3-separation
of S and that lðX \ A1Þ53 so, by Lemma 2.1, lðX [ A1Þ43: Thus oðf Þ43
as required.
We may now assume that f is an edge of B3: Then, in case (i), lðS2 \
A2Þ53 and, by symmetry, the argument in the last paragraph shows that
oðf Þ43: In case (ii), jS1 \ A1j ¼ 1 so the edge f either displays the partition
f|; Sg; in which case, oðf Þ ¼ 1; or f displays the singleton set A1 \ S1: But
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width 3. Thus oðf Þ43: ]
We now prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4:1: Let P be a 3-separating subset of S; and let Q be
its complement. We will say that P is bad if fP ;Qg contains a set X such that
jX j 2 f2; 3g and lðfxgÞ ¼ 2 for all x in X ; otherwise P is said to be good. The
goal is to show that every good 3-separating set of S can be displayed in
some width-3 branch-decomposition of l:
Let T be a width-3 branch-decomposition of l; and suppose that P is a
good 3-separating set. If either jP j ¼ 1 or jQj ¼ 1; then P is displayed in T :
Therefore we may assume that jP j; jQj52:
4.1.1. There is a subset P 0 of P with lðP 0Þ ¼ 3 such that P 0 can be displayed
in a width-3 branch-decomposition of l:
Proof. If P has an element x with lðfxgÞ ¼ 3; then let P 0 ¼ fxg:
If not, then, since P is good, jP j54: Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, there is an
edge e of T displaying branches B1 and B2 with j %B1 \ P j; j %B2 \ P j52: This
implies that lð %B1 \ P Þ53 because j %B1 \ P j52 and j %B2 [ Qj52: Similarly,
lð %B2 \ P Þ53: Furthermore, since jQj52 and S ¼ %B1 [ %B2; one of the
following holds:
(i) j %B1 \ Qj52 and so lð %B1 \ QÞ53 as j %B2 [ P j52;
(ii) j %B2 \ Qj52 and so lð %B2 \ QÞ53 as j %B1 [ P j52;
(iii) j %B1 \ Qj ¼ 1 ¼ j %B2 \ Qj:
In the third case, since Q is good, we deduce that lðfxgÞ53 for some x in Q:
Therefore, in all three cases, either lð %B1 \ QÞ53 or lð %B2 \ QÞ53: Without
loss of generality, we may assume the former.
By Lemma 4.3, there is a width-3 branch-decomposition with a vertex v
displaying the 3-separating sets %B1; %B2 \ P ; and %B2 \ Q: Since j %B2 \ P j52;
we deduce that lð %B2 \ P Þ ¼ 3: In this case, we take P 0 ¼ %B2 \ P : ]
4.1.2. There is a width-3 branch-decomposition of l that displays both P 0
and some subset Q0 of Q with lðQ0Þ ¼ 3:
Proof. Let T 0 be a width-3 branch-decomposition of l that displays P 0: If
Q has an element x with lðfxgÞ ¼ 3; then let Q0 ¼ fxg: If not, then jQj54: By
Lemma 3.3, there is an edge e in T 0 displaying branches B3 and B4 with
j %B3 \ Qj; j %B4 \ Qj52: Either P 0  %B3 or P 0  %B4: Without loss of generality,
we may assume that P 0  %B3:
Since l is 3-connected, lð %B3 \ QÞ53 because j %B3 \ Qj52 and
j %B4 [ P j52: Moreover, since %B3 \ P contains P 0; either j %B3 \ P j52 or
%B3 \ P ¼ P 0: In either case, since j %B4 [ Qj52; it follows that lð %B3 \ P Þ53:
FIG. 3. (a) The matroid M9: (b) A width-3 branch decomposition of M9:
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decomposition of S with a vertex displaying the sets %B3; %B4 \ Q; and %B4 \
P : Also, P 0  %B3 so P 0 is displayed in this branch-decomposition.
Furthermore, j %B4 \ Qj52 so lð %B4 \ QÞ ¼ 3: In this case, we take
Q0 ¼ %B4 \ Q: ]
Now that we have a width-3 branch-decomposition displaying P 0 and Q0
with lðP 0Þ ¼ 3 and lðQ0Þ ¼ 3; we may apply Lemma 4.2 to obtain a width-3
branch-decomposition of l that displays P : ]
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the following.
Corollary 4.4. Let M be a 3-connected matroid with branch-width 3. If
A is a 3-separating set such that no width-3 branch-decomposition of M
displays A; then either A or EðMÞ  A has 2 or 3 elements.
The next proposition shows that Corollary 4.4 is the best we can do, in the
sense that it is possible for a 3-connected matroid with branch-width 3 to
have a 3-separating set of size 3 that cannot be displayed in any width-3
branch decomposition. Let M9 denote the rank-3 matroid shown in
Fig. 3(a). Evidently M9 is 3-connected and so has branch-width at least 3.
Proposition 4.5. The matroid M9 has branch-width 3, but there is no
branch-decomposition of M9 that displays the 3-separating set f1; 2; 3g and has
width 3.
Proof. The labelled cubic tree shown in Fig. 3(b) is easily checked to be a
width-3 branch-decomposition of M9: Therefore, this matroid has branch-
width 3. We next show that M9 has no width-3 branch-decomposition that
displays the 3-separating set f1; 2; 3g: Suppose, to the contrary, that T is
such a branch-decomposition. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that T is reduced. Then, as T cubic and has exactly nine leaves, T contains
exactly six non-pendant edges. Each such edge displays a 3-separating set A
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are displayed by some non-pendant edge of T : By assumption, f1; 2; 3g 2A:
The rest of the proof considers the possibilities for the remaining ﬁve
members of A: Evidently, each such set has at most four elements. But M9
has no 3-separating sets of size four. Thus each member of A has 2 or 3
elements. Apart from f1; 2; 3g; the only 3-separating sets of M9 of size 3 are
f1; 4; 5g; f2; 6; 7g; and f3; 8; 9g: It is easily seen that no cubic tree can display
both f1; 2; 3g and f1; 4; 5g; so f1; 4; 5g =2A: By symmetry, neither f2; 6; 7g
nor f3; 8; 9g is in A:
Now consider 3-separating sets of size 2. Since f1; 2; 3g 2A; exactly one
of f1; 2g; f1; 3g; and f2; 3g is in A: Thus A contains exactly four other 3-
separating sets of size 2. But each such set must be a subset of f4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g
and no two such sets can meet. This contradiction completes the proof of
the proposition. ]
5. PARTITIONED MATROIDS
In this section, we establish some results for matroids that will assist us in
bounding the size of an excluded minor for the class of matroids of branch-
width 3. We introduce the notion of a ‘‘partitioned matroid’’. This enables
us to say what it means for a 3-separating set of a matroid to have branch-
width 3.
Let M be a matroid, and let P be a partition of EðMÞ: We say that the pair
ðM ; P Þ is a partitioned matroid. Associated with a partitioned matroid is a set
function lP on P ; deﬁned as follows: if P 0  P ; then lP ðP 0Þ ¼ lM ð
S
Q2P 0 QÞ:
Evidently lP is a connectivity function.
Assume that M is a 3-connected matroid, and let A be a 3-separating set in
M : For A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang; we say that A is branched if lP has branch-width
3, where P ¼ fS  A; fa1g; fa2g; . . . ; fangg:
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a 3-connected matroid.
(i) If both A and EðMÞ  A are branched, where A is a 3-separating set of
M ; then M has branch-width 3 and there is a width-3 branch-
decomposition that displays the 3-separating sets A and EðMÞ  A:
(ii) If fA;B;Cg is a partition of EðMÞ; where each of A; B; and C is 3-
separating and branched, then M has branch-width 3 and there is a
width-3 branch-decomposition that displays each of the 3-separating
sets A; B; and C:
Proof. To prove (i), let A ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; ang and EðMÞ  A ¼ fb1; b2; . . . ;
bmg: Let P1 ¼ fEðMÞ  A; fa1g; fa2g; . . . ; fangg and P2 ¼ fA; fb1g; fb2g; . . . ;
fbmgg; and let T1 and T2 be width-3 branch-decompositions of lP1 and lP2 ;
FIG. 4.
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labelled by A in T2: We create a branch-decomposition #T ofM by identifying
l1 and l2 as a new vertex and then suppressing this new vertex (see Fig. 4). It
is easily seen that #T is a width-3 branch-decomposition as every edge in #T
corresponds to an edge of T1 or T2: This completes the proof of (i). The
proof of (ii) is similar and we omit the details. ]
Lemma 5.2. Let M be a 3-connected matroid with branch-width 3. Let A
be a 3-separating set in M ; where jAj54 and jEðMÞ  Aj54: Then both A and
EðMÞ  A are branched.
Proof. The proof of this follows immediately from Corollary 4.4 which
says that there is a width-3 branch-decomposition of M in which A and
EðMÞ  A are displayed. ]
Lemma 5.3. Let M be a 3-connected matroid. Let fa1; a2; . . . ; ang be a 3-
separating set A in M ; and let P ¼ fEðMÞ  A; fa1g; fa2g; . . . ; fangg: If n44;
then there is a width-3 branch-decomposition of the partitioned matroid ðM ; P Þ:
Moreover, every permutation of the elements of A in this branch-decomposi-
tion produces another width-3 branch-decomposition of ðM ; P Þ:
Proof. Every 1- or 2-element set of a matroid is 3-separating. Therefore,
if n42; then A is certainly branched. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows width-3
FIG. 5.
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As the ordering of a1; a2; . . . ; an in these branch-decompositions is arbitrary,
the second part of the lemma is also proved. ]
6. FULLY CLOSED SETS
A set A of elements of a matroid M is coclosed if it is closed in Mn: We say
that A is fully closed if A is both closed and coclosed. Since the intersection of
closed sets is closed, it follows that the intersection of fully closed sets is fully
closed. Thus, for a given set A; there is a unique minimal fully closed set
containing A: Denote this set by cclðAÞ: Then, for all sets X ; we have
cclðclðX ÞÞ ¼ cclðX Þ: Using this, it is easily checked that, to ﬁnd cclðAÞ; one
ﬁrst takes clðAÞ; then the coclosure of clðAÞ; then the closure of the result,
and so on until, at some stage, no new elements are added; at this point, we
have found cclðAÞ: Thus, for example, if A is a triangle in a wheel or a whirl,
then cclðAÞ is the ground set of the matroid. This example also shows that
there can be elements of cclðAÞ that are not in the closure or the coclosure of A:
Lemma 6.1. Let ðA;BÞ be a 3-separation of a 3-connected matroid M ; and
suppose that A is fully closed. Then there are at least two elements a1; a2 2 A
such that, for each i in f1; 2g; either M =ai or M=ai is 3-connected.
Proof. If, for all x in A; either M =x or M=x is 3-connected, then the result
holds since jAj53: Thus we may assume that there is some x in A such that
neither M =x nor M=x is 3-connected. By a result of Bixby [1] (see also [8,
Proposition 8.4.6]), either M =x or M=x has only minimal 2-separations. By
duality, we may assume the latter. Then the simpliﬁcation of M=x is 3-
connected and x is in a triangle D ofM : We shall show next that A contains a
triangle D0 containing x: This is certainly true if D  A for then we take
D0 ¼ D: Now assume that D is not contained in A: Then D\ A ¼ fxg; and
x 2 clðD fxgÞ; so x 2 clðBÞ: It follows that ðA x;BÞ is a 2-separation of
FIG. 6.
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fxg or B is a 2-circuit of M=x: But if B is 2-circuit of M=x; then the elements
of B are in clM ðAÞ: This contradicts the fact that A is fully closed. Thus
A fxg is a 2-circuit of M=x; and hence A is a triangle of M containing x: In
this case, we let D0 ¼ A:
By Tutte’s Triangle Lemma [14] (see also [8, Lemma 8.4.9]), if no element
of D0 can be deleted from M without destroying 3-connectivity, there is a
triad that contains exactly two elements of D0: Since A is coclosed, this triad
is contained in A: Therefore A contains a 4-element fan F1: As A is fully
closed, every fan containing F1 is contained in A: Let F be a maximal fan of
M containing F1: Then, since F is maximal, it is known [9] that if f is one of
the two ends of F ; then either M=f or M =f is 3-connected. ]
Lemma 6.2. Let ðA;BÞ be a 3-separation of a 3-connected matroid M :
Then cclðAÞ is 3-separating in M : Moreover,
ðiÞ if A is branched, then cclðAÞ is branched; and
ðiiÞ if B cclðAÞ is branched, then B is branched.
Proof. To form cclðAÞ from A; we add a sequence of elements
b1; b2; . . . ; bn to A where bi is in the closure or coclosure of A[ fb1; b2; . . . ;
bi1g for all i in f1; 2; . . . ; ng: Now, lðAÞ ¼ 3 so, by Lemma 2.3, for each i
in f1; 2; . . . ; ng; we have lðA[ fb1; b2; . . . ; bigÞ43; so cclðAÞ is 3-separat-
ing in M :
Now consider the partitioned matroid MP where P ¼ fA; fb1g; fb2g; . . .
fbng;B cclðAÞg: We see that lP has branch-width 3 from the branch-
decomposition given in Fig. 6. It follows immediately that if A is branched,
then cclðAÞ is branched, and if B cclðAÞ is branched, then B is branched. ]
7. BOUNDING THE SIZE OF AN EXCLUDED MINOR
We now bound the size of an excluded minor for the class of matroids of
branch-width at most 3 using the results of the earlier sections. In particular,
we establish a bound of 25, which will be sharpened in the subsequent
section.
The ﬁrst lemma is a routine consequence of Lemma 3.4.
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The following very useful lemma was proved in [4].
Lemma 7.2. Let x be an element of a matroid M ; and let A and B be
subsets of EðMÞ  fxg: Then
lM=xðAÞ þ lM=xðBÞ5lM ðA\ BÞ þ lM ðA[ B[ fxgÞ  1:
A matroid M is k-connected up to separators of size l if, whenever A is a
ðk  1Þ-separating set in M ; either jAj4l or jEðMÞ  Aj4l: We shall apply
Lemma 7.2 to prove the next result.
Lemma 7.3. Let M be a matroid that is k-connected up to separators of
size l: Then, for all x in EðMÞ; either M =x or M=x is k-connected up to
separators of size 2l:
Proof. Let x 2 EðMÞ; and suppose that M =x is not k-connected up to
separators of size 2l: Then there is a partition fA1;A2g of the ground set of
M =x such that jA1j; jA2j52lþ 1 and A1 is ðk  1Þ-separating. Now,
in M=x; let B1 be a ðk  1Þ-separating set and B2 be its complement. Then,
by Lemma 7.2,
lM=xðA1Þ þ lM=xðB1Þ5lM ðA1 \ B1Þ þ lM ðA1 [ B1 [ xÞ  1:
By assumption, lM=xðA1Þ4k  1 and lM=xðB1Þ4k  1: Moreover,
lM ðA1 [ B1 [ fxgÞ ¼ lM ðA2 \ B2Þ
as A2 \ B2 is the complement of A1 [ B1 [ fxg in EðMÞ: Thus
lM ðA1 \ B1Þ þ lM ðA2 \ B2Þ42k  1:
It follows that either lM ðA1 \ B1Þ4k  1 or lM ðA2 \ B2Þ4k  1; which in
turn implies that either A1 \ B1 or A2 \ B2 is ðk  1Þ-separating in M : Since
M is k-connected up to separators of size l; it follows that either jA1 \ B1j4l
or jA2 \ B2j4l: By interchanging B1 and B2 in the above argument, we
obtain that either jA1 \ B2j4l or jA2 \ B1j4l: Without loss of generality, we
may assume that jA1 \ B1j4l: It is not possible to have jA1 \ B2j4l as
jA1j52lþ 1: Therefore we must have jA2 \ B1j4l and so jB1j42l: From
this, we conclude that M=x is k-connected up to separators of size 2l: ]
Lemma 7.4. Let M be an excluded minor for the class of matroids of
branch-width at most 3. Then M is 4-connected up to separators of size 4.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there is a 3-separation ðA;BÞ of M
such that jAj55 and jBj55: If both A and B are branched, then, by Lemma
5.1(i), M has branch-width 3. Thus we may assume that B is not branched.
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matroid, every 3-separating set with at most four elements is branched. Thus
jB cclðAÞj55:
It follows from the above that we lose no generality in assuming that A is
fully closed. By Lemma 6.1, there is an element x in A such that M =x or M=x
is 3-connected. By duality, we may assume that M =x is 3-connected. Thus
ðA fxg;BÞ is a 3-separation of M =x; where both jA fxgj54 and jBj54:
Hence, by Corollary 4.4 and the fact that M =x has branch-width 3, there is a
width-3 branch-decomposition T of M =x with an edge e that displays B:
Replace the branch of T that displays A fxg by a single leaf, and label this
leaf by A: It is now easily checked that this gives a width-3 branch-
decomposition of the partitioned matroid ðM ; P Þ where P ¼ ffAg [ ffbg:
b 2 Bgg: This contradicts the fact that B is not a branched 3-separating
set of M : ]
Theorem 7.5. Let M be an excluded minor for the class of matroids of
branch-width at most 3. Then M has at most 25 elements.
Proof. From Lemma 7.4, M is 4-connected up to separators of size 4.
Let x 2 EðMÞ: Then, by Lemma 7.3, either M =x or M=x is 4-connected up to
separators of size 8. By duality, we may assume the former. Since M =x has
branch-width 3, there is a reduced width-3 branch-decomposition T of M =x:
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1, there is an edge e of T displaying branches B1
and B2 where both B1 and B2 have at least 13jEðM =xÞj leaves. But %B1 and %B2
are 3-separating sets of M =x; so either j %B1j48 or j %B2j48: Since j %B1j; j %B2j513
jEðM =xÞj; it follows that jEðM =xÞj424 and hence jEðMÞj425: ]
8. SHARPER BOUNDS
In this section, we reduce the bound on the size of an excluded minor for
the class of matroids of branch-width at most 3.
Let M be an excluded minor for the class of matroids of branch-width at
most 3. By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.4, M is 3-connected and is 4-connected up to
separators of size 4. We consider three cases:
(I) M is 4-connected;
(II) M is internally 4-connected, that is, M is 4-connected up to
separators of size 3; and
(III) M has a 3-separating set of size 4.
The next result sharpens Theorem 7.5 in Case I.
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at most 13 elements.
Proof. Let x 2 EðMÞ: Then, by Lemma 7.3, either M =x or M=x is 4-
connected up to separators of size 4. By duality, we may assume the former.
Let T be a reduced width-3 branch-decomposition of M =x: Then by Lemma
3.1, there is an edge e of T that displays a 3-separation ðA;BÞ of M =x where
jAj; jBj51
3
jEðM =xÞj: But since M =x is 4-connected up to separators of size 4;
we have that jAj44 or jBj44: It follows that jEðM =xÞj412 and hence,
jEðMÞj413: ]
We now consider Case II. To reduce the bound on the size of an internally
4-connected excluded minor for B3; we shall use the following result of
Hall [7].
Theorem 8.2. Let M be an internally 4-connected matroid, and let fa; b;
cg be a triangle of M : Then
(i) at least one of M =a; M =b; and M =c is 4-connected up to separators of
size 4; or
(ii) at least two of M =a; M =b; and M =c are 4-connected up to separators
of size 5.
Theorem 8.3. Let M be an internally 4-connected excluded minor for B3:
Then M has at most 14 elements.
Proof. By Theorem 8.1, we may assume that M is not 4-connected,
so we may assume, by duality, that M contains a triangle fa; b; cg: Then, by
Theorem 8.2, for some e in fa; b; cg; say e ¼ a; the matroid M =e is 4-
connected up to separators of size 5: Let T be a reduced width-3 branch-
decomposition of M =a; and choose a 3-separation ðA;BÞ displayed in T for
which minfjAj; jBjg is as large as possible. If no such 3-separation exists,
then, by Lemma 3.1, jEðMÞj48 and the theorem holds. Assume that jAj4jBj
and ðA;BÞ is displayed by the edge e: Now, since M =a is 4-connected up to
separators of size 5; we know that jAj45: Let v be the vertex incident with e
that displays the partition fA;X ; Y g; where X [ Y ¼ B: Then, by the choice
of ðA;BÞ; we have jX j; jY j4jAj; so jX j; jY j45:
The rest of the argument will rely simply on the fact that M =a has a
reduced branch-decomposition T and a degree-3 vertex v such that each set
displayed by v has at most ﬁve elements. We shall consider the positions of b
and c in this branch-decomposition. By symmetry, we have only two cases
to check: (i) b; c 2 A; and (ii) b 2 A and c 2 X :
In case (i), a 2 clM ðAÞ since b; c 2 A and fa; b; cg is a triangle of M : By
Lemma 2.4, A[ fag is a 3-separating set in the internally 4-connected
matroid M : Therefore either jA[ fagj43 or jX [ Y j43: Furthermore,
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case, the theorem holds.
In case (ii), a 2 clM ðA[ X Þ since b 2 A and c 2 X : By Lemma 2.4,
A[ X [ fag is a 3-separating set of M : Thus either jA[ X [ fagj43 or
jY j43: Also, jA[ X [ fagj411 and jY j45: Hence jEðMÞj414: We conclude
that the theorem also holds in the second case. ]
Finally, we sharpen the bound for Case III. In particular, we show that if
M is an excluded minor forB3 andM has a 3-separating set of size 4; thenM
has at most 16 elements. To get this result, we ﬁrst establish some properties
of width-3 branch decompositions of matroids in B3 having a triangle or a
triad that cannot be displayed in such a branch-decomposition. Note that, in
the ﬁgures that follow, a large circle labelled by Z in a tree T indicates the
branch of T for which the set of leaf labels is Z:
Lemma 8.4. Let fx; y; zg be a triangle or triad of a 3-connected matroid
M : Suppose that M has a width-3 branch-decomposition T with an edge e that
displays a 3-separating set Y of M : If jY j44 and y; z 2 Y ; then fx; y; zg can be
displayed in a width-3 branch-decomposition of M :
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that x 2 Y : If jY j ¼ 3; then Y ¼ fx; y; zg; so fx; y; zg
is displayed in T : If jY j ¼ 4 and Y ¼ fx; y; z;wg; then both Y and Y  fwg are
3-separating sets of M : Hence EðMÞ  Y and ðEðMÞ  Y Þ [ fwg are 3-
separating sets of M and so, by Lemma 2.6, either w 2 clðEðMÞ  Y Þ or
w 2 clnðEðMÞ  Y Þ: Thus, by Lemma 3.5, there is a width-3 branch-
decomposition displaying fx; y; zg:
Now suppose that x 2 EðMÞ  Y : Since jY j44; it follows by Lemma 5.3
that there is a width-3 branch-decomposition of M having a vertex v that
displays the partition fEðMÞ  Y ; fy; zg; Y  fy; zgg: Evidently, this branch-
decomposition has an edge that displays the 3-separating set EðMÞ  fy; zg:
Since x 2 clðfy; zgÞ or x 2 clnðfy; zgÞ; it follows by Lemma 3.5 that there is a
width-3 branch-decomposition of M having a vertex v that displays the
partition fEðMÞ  fx; y; zg; fxg; fy; zgg: The lemma follows. ]
Lemma 8.5. Let fx; y; zg be a triangle or triad of a 3-connected matroid M
with branch-width 3. Suppose that M has a width-3 branch-decomposition T
with a vertex v that displays a partition fA;B; fygg with x 2 A and z 2 B: Then
fx; y; zg can be displayed in a width-3 branch-decomposition of M :
Proof. Let eA and eB be edges of T that are incident with v and display
the partitions fA;B[ fygg and fB;A[ fygg; respectively. Now x 2 clðB[
fygÞ or x 2 clnðB[ fygÞ: Thus, by Lemma 3.5, M has a width-3 branch-
decomposition #T1 that is obtained from T by subdividing eA inserting a new
vertex v1; adding a new leaf adjacent to v1; and moving the label x from its
FIG. 7.
FIG. 8.
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obtain a width-3 branch-decomposition #T2 from #T1 by subdividing eB
inserting a new vertex v2; adding a new leaf adjacent to v2; and moving the
label z onto this new leaf. The effect of these two moves is illustrated in
Fig. 7. From this, we see that A fxg and B fzg are branched 3-separating
sets of M : Also, from Lemma 5.3, fx; y; zg is a branched 3-separating set of
M : Hence, by Lemma 5.1(ii),M has a width-3 branch decomposition in which
each of the sets A fxg; B fzg; and fx; y; zg is displayed as in Fig. 8. ]
Now we consider what a branch-decomposition of a 3-connected branch-
width 3 matroid M can look like when M contains a triangle or triad fx; y; zg
that cannot be displayed in any width-3 branch-decomposition. When this
occurs, Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.3 imply that there is no element w of
EðMÞ  fx; y; zg with w in the closure or coclosure of fx; y; zg:
Lemma 8.6. Let M be a 3-connected matroid with branch-width 3. Let
fx; y; zg be a triangle or triad that cannot be displayed in any width-3 branch-
decomposition of M : Then there is a partition fA;B;C; fxg; fyg; fzgg of EðMÞ;
where at least two of A; B; and C have at least two elements. Furthermore,
there is a width-3 branch-decomposition of M of the form shown in Fig. 9.
Proof. Let T be a width-3 branch-decomposition of M : By Lemma 3.2,
there is a vertex v1 displaying branches B1; B2; and B3; where x 2 %B1; y 2 %B2;
and z 2 %B3: Let %B1  fxg; %B2  fyg; and %B3  fzg be A; B; and C;
respectively, and let e1; e2; and e3 be the edges of T that join v1 to B1; B2;
and B3; respectively (see Fig. 10).
FIG. 9.
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some width-3 branch-decomposition. We also see from Lemma 8.4 that
jA[ Bj; jA[ Cj; jB[ Cj53: This shows that at least two of A; B; and C have
at least two elements. Since x 2 clðfy; zgÞ or x 2 clnðfy; zgÞ; it follows by
Lemma 3.5 that there is a width-3 branch-decomposition #T that is obtained
from T by subdividing the edge e1 inserting the vertex v2; adding a new leaf
adjacent to v2; and moving the label x onto this leaf. Thus v2 displays the
partition fA; fxg;B[ C [ fy; zgg: Similarly, we may successively subdivide
e2 and e3 inserting new vertices v3 and v4; adding new leaves adjacent to
these vertices, and moving the labels y and z onto these new leaves so that
we obtain, from #T ; a width-3 branch decomposition as shown in Fig. 9. ]
We will now reduce to 16 the bound on the size of an excluded minor for
B3 that has a four-element 3-separating set. In [6], Hall further reduces the
bound in this case to 10, but this requires a very detailed case analysis which
will not be reproduced here.
Theorem 8.7. Let M be an excluded minor for B3; and suppose that M
has a four-element 3-separating set X : Then M has at most 16 elements.
Proof. Since jX j ¼ 4; Lemma 5.3 implies that X is branched. Therefore,
by Lemma 5.1(i), if Y is the complement of X ; then Y is not branched. By
HALL ET AL.170Lemma 7.4, M is 4-connected up to separators of size 4: Thus X is fully
closed, otherwise jEðMÞj49 and the theorem holds. By Lemma 6.1, there is
an element w of X such thatM =w orM=w is 3-connected. By duality, we may
assume the former. Then X  fwg is a 3-element 3-separating set in M =w:
Thus X  fwg is a triangle or a triad of M =w: Moreover, as X  fwg and X
are 3-separating in M =w and M ; respectively, rðX  fwgÞ ¼ rðX Þ:
Now suppose that M =w has a width-3 branch-decomposition T that
displays X  fwg: Assume that T is reduced. Then T has a vertex v1 that
displays fY ; fxg;X  fw; xgg for some x in X : Let e1 be the edge of T that
joins v1 to the leaf labelled by x: Form #T by subdividing e1 inserting a new
vertex v2 and adding a new leaf adjacent to v2 and labelled by w: Since every
1- or 2-element set is 3-separating in a 3-connected matroid, it follows that #T
is a width-3 branch-decomposition of M ; a contradiction. We conclude that
M =w has no width-3 branch-decomposition that displays X  fwg: By
Lemma 8.6, M =w has a branch-decomposition of the form shown in Fig. 9,
where X  fwg ¼ fx; y; zg:
Now A is 3-separating in M =w and w 2 clðEðMÞ  AÞ so, by Lemma 2.4, A
is 3-separating in M : Also, jEðMÞ  Aj57 because jB[ Cj53 from
Lemma 8.4. But M is 4-connected up to separators of size 4; so jAj44:
Similarly, jBj; jCj44: It follows that jEðMÞj416: ]
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